Mystery of the Olympic Rings
Would you believe Almighty God is once again warning America at
these Olympic games that we are about to face our imminent demise?
As you know, in Bible prophecy, in Daniel, chapter number 7, the
Leopard, which symbolizes Barack Obama and the United States, is
followed by the fourth and final beast, the Antichrist and the One World
Government.
And God warned us about this at the last Summer Olympics. Do you
remember when Serena Williams won her gold medal? The American
flag fell during that ceremony exactly at the words ‘our flag was still
there,’ and Serena Williams was wearing one black sneaker and one
white sneaker. That's because she was a stand-in for the Leopard. The
Leopard is both black and white, and the Leopard has four heads and
four wings, and the leopard symbolizes Barack Obama and the United
States. And God is telling us the exact same thing in this Winter
Olympics, in this amazing ring malfunction. And I'll get to that in just a
minute because there is amazing symbolism in what happened when
that fifth snowflake failed to open up into a ring.

First, I want to take a look at Vladimir Putin getting into the cage with a
leopard. A lot of people have asked me what is the significance of that,
and this again tells us that Vladimir Putin and Russia are going to
defeat the Leopard and the United States. Again, a verification of Bible
prophecy because Putin is the last King of the North in Daniel 11, and
Obama is the last King of the South in Daniel 11, verse number 40. Of
course, as far as Putin is concerned, this is just another photo op to
show how macho he is.
But he does seem to be obsessed with leopards. I wonder if he has an
inkling that the leopard is a symbol of his opponent on the world stage,
Barack Obama? He is trying to show that he should be the number one
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world leader because he's cool, calm, and collected. He has no fear of
a wild and unpredictable leopard. This leopard by the way, attacked a
cameraman who got into the cage with Putin. Putin is telling us that he
is going to defeat the Leopard, and that coincides with Bible prophecy.

And now let's look at this amazing ring prophecy. I don't know how
many more of these warnings Almighty God is going to give America,
but this was no accident. All five of these were snowflakes which were
supposed to morph into the familiar five ring Olympic logo, however,
one of the snowflakes failed to open and thus we have four standard
Olympic rings followed by a snowflake; and this is also a verification of
Bible prophecy.
As you know, Barack Obama's number is number 4 in Daniel and he is
followed by the fourth and final beast. And it's interesting that these
four rings are followed by a snowflake that has 18 points, and of
course 18 can be broken down into 6 plus 6 plus 6. Let's take a little
closer look at this logo. Yes, it really is amazing that they chose an 18
point snowflake which signifies the Antichrist number of 666.
But these four rings, which precede 666, actually consist of three rings
each, and therefore they yield Barack Obama's number in Bible
prophecy: 444. And if you don't believe me, let's take an even closer
look. Here is a close-up of a snowflake as it is morphing into an
Olympic ring. And you can see, as I mark the three individual rings in
red, one ring plus a second ring plus a third ring, that in fact, there is a
total of three separate rings. And thus, the four rings are actually 4 plus
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4 plus 4 rings and 444 is Barack Obama's number and America's
number in Daniel, chapter 7, Daniel, chapter 8, and Daniel, chapter 11.

Also, this ring which the snowflake failed to morph into is the red ring of
the Olympic logo and it is traditionally associated with the Americas,
both North and South America. This entire malfunction is a verification
from Almighty God that the prophecies of Daniel apply to the United
States today, and that 444, the number for Obama and America, will
be succeeded by and followed by 666, the number for the Antichrist
and the One World system.
This prophecy is no different than the Serena Williams' prophecy
during the summer games when the American flag fell during that gold
medal ceremony, and Serena Williams wore one black sneaker and
one white sneaker. Both of these prophecies are telling us about the
imminent downfall of the United States of America. I think both of these
events have gotten a lot of attention because deep down inside people
understand that something very mysterious is going on here. I think
they realize that we are in the End Times. They realize that America is
at her end and that the Antichrist, the False Prophet, and the One
World beast system is about to take over the entire planet. God is
telling us the exact same thing He told in Daniel’s prophecies of two
thousand years ago; He is telling us today: ‘Wake up people! America
is at her end!’
And if you would like to unseal all the prophecies of Daniel, please go
to my new thirdeaglemedia.com website, download those PDF files
because you cannot understand Daniel as he is printed in your Bibles.
Those prophecies are sealed up. You must rearrange both the verses
and the chapters if you want to understand the very near future of our
country and the entire planet when we come under the reign of the
Antichrist.
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